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The Institute of Information Science (IIS)
was established in 1982. We currently have
38 full-time research faculty, 30 post-doctoral
research fellows, and slightly more than
300 research associates and specialists. Our
research is conducted in eight specialized
laboratories: Bioinformatics, Computer
Systems, Information Processing and Discover y (iPAD), Multimedia Technology,
Natural Language and Knowledge Processing,
Network Systems and Services, Programming
Languages and Formal Methods, and Computation Theory and Algorithms.
IIS is not a degree-granting institution, with
two important exceptions. In 2003 a Ph.D.
program in bioinformatics was established
under the auspices of Academia Sinica’s
Taiwan International Graduate Program; it
has already enrolled more than 50 students.
And in 2004 a doctoral program in Social
Networks and Human-Centered Computing
was inaugurated.
Many of our research fellows hold joint
faculty appointments at top universities in
Taiwan. This allows our institution to play a
very significant role in training and fostering
advanced research talent in the IT industry
and in academia in Taiwan.
DIRECTOR:
Dr. Hsu, Wen-Lian
DEPUTY DIRECTORS:
Dr. Wang, Hsin-Min
Dr. Liu, Tyng-Luh
GROUP COORDINATORS:
Dr. Sung, Ting-Yi
Bioinformatics Lab
Dr. Wu, Jan-Jan
Computer Systems Lab
Dr. Chen, Meng Chang
Information Processing and Discovery
(iPAD)
Dr. Liao, Hong-Yuan Mark
Multimedia Technology Lab
Dr. Hsu, Wen-Lian
Natural Language and Knowledge
Processing Lab
Dr. Ho, Jan-Ming
Network Systems and Services Lab
Dr. Mu, Shin-Cheng
Programming Languages and Formal
Methods Lab
Dr. Lu, Chi-Jen
Computation Theory and Algorithms Lab

Message from the Director

F

irst of all, I would like to welcome two new members to the IIS: Research Fellow
Dr. Keh-Yih Su and Assistant Research Fellow Dr. Wei-Yun Ma. I would also like to
congratulate Dr. Sheng-Wei Chen for being promoted to Research Fellow, and Dr.
Kai-Min Chung and Dr. Yuan-Hao Chang for being promoted to Associate Research
Fellows.
In the thirty-three years since the founding of the Institute of Information Science,
our faculty members have steadfastly maintained their dedication to research in
their areas of expertise. We are proud that their efforts have been recognized both
domestically and internationally through numerous awards, such as the Academia
Sinica Research Award for Junior Research Investigators, the Li Foundation Heritage
Prize, and the Outstanding Youth Electrical Engineer Award from the Chinese Institute
of Electrical Engineering.
In this issue of IIS Update, the Lab Profile introduces the Data Management and
Information Discovery Laboratory, which is led by Associate Research Fellow Dr.
Mi-Yen Yeh; Dr. Yeh focuses on developing techniques to efficiently and effectively
transform large-volume, high-velocity, and wide-variety data into useful knowledge.
The Project section features two articles: Research Fellow Dr. Chi-Jen Lu introduces
online learning and game theory, while Research Fellow Dr. Jan-Ming Ho presents his
research on content delivery networks in the context of cloud and mobile computing.
In the Great Idea section, Associate Research Fellow Yuan-Hao Chang describes the
challenges involved in the endurance issue of flash memory. The Spotlight section
presents Associate Research Fellow Dr. De-Nian Yang’s account of how “Unique Ideas
Sparkle Software Research and Benefit the World.”
As always, your valuable comments and feedback on this newsletter are much
appreciated. You are welcome to visit the IIS at any time.

Honors and Awards

Dr. Yuan-Hao Chang receiving the Excellent
Research Project Award from National Program for
Intelligent Electronics (NPIE) of MOST.
Dr. Keh-Yih Su joining us as our new Research
Fellow, June 2014.

Dr. Wei-Yun Ma joining us as our
new Assistant Research Fellow,
November 2014.
Dr. Yuan-Hao Chang receiving the Outstanding
Youth Electrical Engineer Award 2014 from the
Chinese Institute of Electrical Engineering.

Dr. Yuan-Hao Chang being promoted to
Associate Research Fellow, effective March
19th, 2015.
Dr. Kai-Min Chung receiving the 2014 Li
Foundation Heritage Prize.

Distinguished Lecture Series
October Rajesh K. Gupta Professor and Qualcomm Endowed Chair, Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
2015		
University of California, San Diego
		

Energy efficiency from algorithms; Devices to systems that scale from IC chips; Data centers to 			

		

commercial buildings

May

Dorothea Wagner Head, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Institute of Theoretical Informatics, Karlsruhe, Germany		

2016		

Algorithms and related topics, in particular as applied to graphs

TBD
Salil Vadhan
2016		

Vicky Joseph Professor of Computer Science and Applied Mathematics; Co-Director of Undergraduate
Studies, Applied Mathematics; School of Engineering & Applied Sciences, Harvard University

		

Computational complexity, cryptography, randomness in computation, data privacy

Honors and Awards
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Project

Online Learning and Game Theory
Project Coordinator
Chi-Jen Lu

I

n our daily life, we often face the difficult task of having to make decisions
without knowing the resulting outcomes, ultimately paying the price
for our decisions. If we do not like the
outcome, we experience regret, wishing
that we had made better decisions.
This would probably be a hopeless task
if we only made such a decision once.
However, sometimes we have to make
such decisions repeatedly, in different
but similar situations. In such cases, we
may be able to learn from the past and
make better decisions as time goes by.
It is not hard to imagine such scenarios.
For example, one may want to predict
the weather, to trade a stock, or to
choose a route from home to work,
not just once, but repeatedly. There are
also many such examples in computer
science applications, including network
routing, scheduling, resource allocation,
and online advertising.
Fro m t h e s e s c e n a r i o s, o n e c a n
abstract the following problem, known
as the online decision problem. Suppose
there are T rounds to play and there is a
space of actions to choose from. In each
round, we have to choose an action first,
and after that receive a corresponding
loss (or reward), according to some loss
(or reward) function of that round. From
this feedback, we can then update the
way we choose the action in the next
round. We would like to generate an
online algorithm which can help us
choose a good action in each round
based on earlier rounds. The question
is: what is the objective we want to
achieve?

A natural objective is to minimize
the total loss. However, a standard way
of evaluating an online algorithm is
by comparing its total loss with that of
an offline algorithm, which is allowed
to see all the loss functions before
making decisions, but is required to play
the same action in every round. The
difference between these two losses is
called regret. A major result in this area
is that a small regret, about the square
root of T, can in fact be achieved, which
means that the average regret per round
approaches zero as T reaches infinity.
Algorithms achieving such a regret
bound are called no-regret algorithms,
and these have implications far beyond
the field of machine learning, with
surprising applications even in settings
which do not seem to involve online
decisions. In fact, several fundament
results in different research areas can be
easily derived from the existence of noregret algorithms, including the minimax
theorem of von Neumann in game theory,
the linear programming duality theorem
in optimization, the powerful boosting
algorithms in machine learning, and the
hard-core lemma for derandomization
in complexity theory. Moreover, they
have been used to design efficient approximation algorithms for hard computational problems, and they have
also been used to model evolutionary
dynamics in biology.
Motivated by their immense importance, we investigated the possibility of
further improving and generalizing noregret algorithms. We noted that previous
works mostly focused on adversarial

cases with arbitrary loss functions, but
we believe that (i) the world around
us may not always be adversarial and
(ii) loss functions may sometimes have
patterns, which could be exploited for
achieving a smaller regret. We observed
that the world typically evolves in a
somewhat smooth way. For example,
the weather condition or stock price at
one moment may have some correlation
with the next and their difference is
usually small, while abrupt changes
only occur sporadically. To model this,
we introduced a new measure on
how much the loss fun-ctions deviate
by summing the dis-tances between
consecutive loss functions. By taking
this into account, we designed a new
online algorithm which can achieve
a regret bound about the square root
of the deviation measure. This means
that when the loss functions have a
small deviation, our algorithm can
actually achieve a much smaller regret
than previously achievable ones. On
the other hand, even when going back
to the adversarial case in which loss
functions have no pattern and their
deviation is as large as T (the number of
rounds), our algorithm still recovers the
same square root of T regret as previous
algorithms. Therefore, previous results
can be seen as special cases of our
results.
We also extended our work to the
more general online convex optimization problem, in which the space
of actions can be infinite, but the loss
functions are convex. We designed
algorithms for cases in which the

loss functions are (i) linear, (ii) convex,
or (iii) strongly convex; again, these
algorithms achieve small regrets when
the loss functions have small deviations.
Interestingly, all our algorithms can be
unified by a single meta-algorithm: by
instantiating a parameter of the metaalgorithm appropriately, we obtain all
of our different algorithms. This also
allows us to analyze the regrets of our
algorithms for the different types of loss
functions in the same framework.
In addition to designing better online
algorithms, we also investigated how
they might be applied to other areas.
One application we discovered is in
the area of game theory. As you may
know, game theory involves the study
of consequences of conflicts of interest
among a system of selfish players. We
are interested in the setting of repeated
games, in which the games are played
not just once, but repeatedly, so that
players will be able to adjust their
plays adaptively. Nash equilibrium is
a widely-adopted solution concept to
predict the outcome of such a system,
as it corresponds to a steady state in
which the system will remain once it
is reached. However, this raises the
issue of how such a state can even be
reached. In fact, it is now widely believed
that there is no efficient algorithm for
computing a Nash equilibrium for a
general game. This means that equilibria
may not be reached in a reasonable
amount of time in general, and all of
the outcomes we have observed may
be far out of any equilibrium, which
would render the study on equilibria
meaningless. To address this issue,
we have commenced a new line of
research to consider natural algorithms
in which players have incentives to
play, and study how the system evolves

according to such dynamics. One
could argue that a plausible incentive
for a player is to maximize his average
utility (reward) over time, and hence
he has an incentive to play a no-regret
algorithm. We showed that for a broad
class of games called congestion games,
if players play a certain type of noregret algorithms called mirror-descent
algorithms, then they indeed converge
to Nash equilibria quickly. Our result is
sufficiently general, as the congestion
games include several impor tant
games (such as the routing game),
and the mirror-descent algorithms include well-known algorithms, such as
the multiplicative updates algorithm
and the gradient-descent algorithm.
Moreover, we showed that the equilibria
they converge to are good in the sense
that the corresponding social welfares
are, in fact, close to the optimal, the best
social welfare achievable in any possible
(not necessarily equilibrium) state.
To illustrate our result in a more concrete manner, let us take the routing
game as an example. In this game, there
is an underlying network consisting of

Project

a set of nodes connected by some set of
edges. Each edge is associated with some
latency function, which increases with the
amount of flow passing through. There
is a set of players, each having some
amount of flow to be routed from some
source node to some destination node,
hoping to minimize the latency he would
experience. However, the players have
conflict of interests, as each wants to use
the edges with smaller latency functions,
but would not like others to do the same,
as that would increase his latency. Note
that the best route of a player actually
depends on how other players choose
their routes. Therefore, after seeing the
choices of other players, some player
may wish to change his choice, but if that
player does so, other players may in turn
find their previous routes sub-optimal
and wish to change too. It is not clear
if such a cascade of changes will go on
forever or if the system will eventually
converge. Our result shows that if each
player plays the mirror-descent algorithm,
the system will indeed quickly converge
to a Nash equilibrium, in which no player
has an incentive to change.
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Distinguished Lecture Series
Efficiency and Parallelism: The Challenges of Future Computing
William Dally — February 19th, 2014
“…With improvements in semiconductor process technology offering
little increase in efficiency, innovations in architecture and circuits are required to
maintain the expected performance scaling…..”

Computational Insights and the Theory of Evolution
Christos Papadimitriou — April 21st, 2014
“…Considerations about the performance of genetic algorithms led to a novel theory
of the role of sex in evolution based on the concept of mixability, while the equations
describing the evolution of a species can be reinterpreted as a repeated game…”

Warehouse-scale Computers: Opportunities and Challenges
Mary Lou Soffa — May 5th , 2014
“..These WSCs house hundreds to thousands of machines to provide the computing resources
needed to serve millions of users. To limit the cost of ownership of WSCs, these machines are
composed of commodity components which are cheap and easily replaceable, often multi-cores.
When multiple applications are running simultaneously on a multi-core machine, resource sharing
and contention among cores can result in a significant amount of performance interference…”

Real-time Discovery and Decision Making from Big Data
Mihaela van der Schaar — May 28th, 2014
“..what the decision-maker must do, therefore, is to discover in real time
what is relevant in the enormous stream of data and use the relevant
information to make good decisions. This talk presents a systematic
framework and associated algorithms that enable a decision-maker to
do this…”

Virtual Prototyping for Cyber Physical Systems
Vania Joloboff — October 6th, 2014
“As the goal is to ultimately prove that the system meets the requirements, a virtual
prototyping platform has to be better associated with formal methods and tools to
establish such proofs. In this talk, I will introduce the techniques used in general in virtual
prototyping, and in particular in the SimSoC framework that we develop…”

Towards Dependable Cyber-Physical Systems
Lothar Thiele — November 3rd, 2014
“...The field of cyber-physical systems is now in a stage where serious applications of
societal and economic importance are in reach, such as the internet of things, industrial
process monitoring and control, environment monitoring, logistics, healthcare application,
home automation, and traffic control….”

Future Directions in Computer Science Research
John Hopcroft — December 18th, 2014
“….This talk will give a brief vision of the future and then an
introduction to the science base that needs to be formed to
support these new directions.....

2015 Joint Workshop on Open
Data Research

2013 Open Data Workshop
March 20, 2015

November 08–09, 2013

Open Data: from Culture to Technology
Tom Heath (Open Data Institute, UK)
FCN 2014:
To provide a platform for scholars in the field of communications and networking in Taiwan to
interact, collaborate, and share new and trending ideas with each other annually.
Topics: Network Science and Wireless Networks
Rethink Coexisting Issues of Small Cells and Macrocells: Spectrum Sharing
and Traffic Requirement Perspectives
ECOE: Ethernet at the Core and Openflow at the Edge
Relative Centrality and Local Community Detection
On Coping with the Variety and Veracity of Big Network Data
Efficient Multimedia Access under Challenged Networks

Academia Sinica (AS), Activity Center,
1st Conference Room
The goal of the workshop is to promote
the exchange of ideas, practices, and
perspectives about open data, in
particluar in the context of research and
development.

Annual Field Trip: Whale watching in I-Lan, on June 6, 2014.

Ms Yueh-E Hsueh retirement
farewell party on Oct 16, 2014.

Campus Tour for TIGP
Students on Oct 6, 2014..

Open house at IIS
on Nov 1, 2014.

TIGP Trip to I-Lan for Traditional Arts and
Culture on Jan 6, 2015.

Activities
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Lab Profile

Big Data: from Context-aware to Group-aware and Social-aware

Data Management and Information Discovery Lab

Principal Investigators
Yeh, Mi-Yen

T

he Data Management and Information Discovery research group
develops not only algorithms for analyzing various kinds of data, but also
related applications and platforms. In
the age of Big Data, we also focus on
solutions for transforming large-volume,
high-velocity, and wide-variety data into
useful knowledge in an efficient and
effective way.
One of our ongoing projects involves
data management and mining for
context-aware mobile computing, in
which a large amount of data arrives
from multiple sources at a high speed.
Previous research on context-aware
computing only considered the context
of a specific user. However, as mobile
network ing technologies advance
and increase in prevalence, people are
increasingly able to interact with others
at anytime and anywhere, which fosters
various kinds of cyber social applications
and services. As a result, the goal of this
project is to take group-aware or socialaware factors into consideration when
performing context-aware computing.
To achieve this goal, we have identified
the following three important topics
to study: social network applications,
platforms, and embedded database
systems for context-aware computing.
In the line of social network analysis,

we first developed a series of techniques
to sample and summarize big social
network data. Nowadays, large amounts
of real-world network data are generated
by various modern applications at a
rapidly-growing speed. These network
data are usually large-scale and heterogeneous. It is very challenging to interpret these data, because the network size is too large to handle with
limited computing resources, such
as CPU/RAM. To efficiently exploit
the wealth of abundant information
embedded in large-scale and heterogeneous networks, we design application-oriented sampling and summarization methods, which can extract
representative samples or a compact
summary of the original social networks
for different application needs. In
addition, we have developed social
applications, such as socio-spatial
group queries in location-based social
networks. At present, many social
network sites allow users to upload
and share their current locations with
their friends. However, even with such
location information, a user still needs to
manually select friends when organizing
an impromptu activity. For such an
activity, friends who are close to the
activity location may be expected to
incur a shorter travelling time and may
be considered more suitable. However,
inviting these friends to the activity
does not guarantee the familiarity of the
attendees. On the other hand, choosing
socially-tight attendees does not imply
that they are spatially close to the

activity location. Therefore, how to select
a group of attendees such that they
are both spatially close to the activity
location and are socially acquainted
is a challenging problem. To address
this need, we propose a new research
problem, namely Socio-Spatial Group
Query (SSGQ). We prove that SSGQ is NPHard and inapproximable. We propose
an algorithm to obtain the optimal
solution very efficiently by exploring the
social relationships and spatial distances
of the candidate attendees. We also
implement the proposed query system
in Facebook.
Through our research into platforms
for context-aware mobile computing,
we have proposed PLASH, the Platform
for Location Aware Service with Human
Computation. PLASH aims to explore the
issues of location awareness and human
computation. Wireless communication
and pervasive computing have become
ubiquitous; however, the applications
of such technologies have not met their
potential. Therefore, we are investigating
and developing applications based on
location awareness, human computation,
service-oriented architecture, scalable
architecture, data mining technologies,
and participatory computing practices.
PLASH allows various types of users to
contribute their program codes and
to contribute their efforts and data
via mobile Apps. The PLASH platform
is composed of (i) a Communication
Layer supporting V2I (vehicle to infrastructure) and V2V (vehicle to vehicle) communication, (ii) a Data Layer

responsible for data representation,
storage, and access, and (iii) a Service
Layer providing basic services (application systems perform jobs via such
basic services). PLASH also includes
AppGen, which allows amateur users
to create their own Apps using dragand-drop operations, as well as several
other Apps, including ANTrip itinerary
recording system and ANTrack real-time
path sharing system, as well as UbiPoll
ubiquitous questionnaire system to
collect user data, and analysis program
SmartCity for intelligent traffic analysis.
The system is illustrated in the following
figure.
Last but not least, we study embedded
database systems for context-aware
mobile computing. Many sources of data
updates create new versions installed
into an embedded database system, and
various types of application query are
submitted to retrieve multiple versions
of these data items. Thus, it is important
to facilitate access performance of the
current and the previous data versions
maintained in an embedded database.
At the same time, embedded systems
usually adopt non-volatile memory,
instead of hard disks, as their storage
devices. Thus, the characteristics of
the embedded storage media/systems
should also be considered. To resolve
the above issues, we propose a novel
multi-version B+-tree index structure,
called block-based multi-version B+-tree
(BbMVBT), for indexing multi-versions of
data items in an embedded multi-version
database (EMVDB) on flash memory.
An EMVDB needs to support streams of
update transactions and version-range
queries to access different versions of
data items maintained in the database.
Thus, in BbMVBT, the index is divided

PLASH and its extended applications

into two levels. At the higher level, a
multi-version index is maintained for
keeping successive versions of each
data item. These versions are allocated
consecutively in a version block. At the
lower level, a version array is used to
search for a specific data version within
a version block. With the reduced index
structure of BbMVBT, the overhead for
managing the index during processing
update operations can be greatly reduced. At the same time, BbMVBT can
also greatly reduce the number of accesses to the index when processing
version-range queries. To ensure sufficient free blocks for creating version
blocks for efficient execution of BbMVBT,
we also analyze how to perform garbage
collection by using purging-range
queries for reclaiming old versions of

Lab Profile

data items and their associated entries
in the index nodes. In addition, we
also explore the impacts of different
non-volatile memories (e.g., phasechange memory) as the storage media
in embedded systems. In particular, we
are looking for solutions to the inherent
problems of hard disks, and to take
advantage of the special characteristics
of various non-volatile memories. Several
technologies, such as mining algorithms
and data deduplication, are studied and
redesigned to fully utilize the capability
of non-volatile memories. The inherent
endurance and reliability issues of
these non-volatile memories are also
investigated to reinforce their capability.
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Project

Content Delivery Networks Meet the Cloud
and Mobile Internet

Project Coordinator
Ho, Jan-Ming

I

n this article, we will present our
studies on next-generation Content
Delivery Networks (CDN) in the context
of cloud and mobile computing. The
architectural model of the current
Internet was designed for efficient
communication, but not for content
distribution. Over the past few decades,
the architectural model of the Internet
has provided a substrate for a wide
range of innovative applications. However, there are two noticeable trends
in the recent development of the Internet: (i) cloud computing and (ii) the
proliferation of mobile devices (mobile
computing). Thus, as hardware, wireless,
and mobile communication technology
advance, content and information
are gradually being concentrated in
large data centers (clouds) around the
world, and such data are consumed
and generated by mobile devices. With
rapid progress in ICT technologies,
cloud services, as well as content and
information accessible to users over
the Internet, are accumulating at an
exponential growth rate. Furthermore,
data are increasingly being accessed by
the many mobile internet users from
their content providers.
Mobile users pushing and pulling
their content of interest to and from
data centers (clouds) have become the
major source of traffic in today’s Internet.
Recent market research predicts that
by the end of 2014, mobile cloud applications will deliver annual revenues
of 20 billion dollars. As such, the cloud
computing service model and mobile
computing model provide a whole
new content delivery service within

the architecture of the Internet. It also
has changed the architectural model of
today’s Internet. In the cloud and mobile
Internet architectural model, content
mainly comes in and out of mobile users
from and to the data centers.
Despite the great success of today’s
Internet, certain challenges of content
delivery within the mobile and cloud
Internet model are becoming apparent,
such as deploying services more complex than client/server or P2P architectures to support large-scale VoD
streaming, or adding content-centric
systems distributed over several service
providers. The Traditional Content
Delivery Network (CDN) works well
on the current Internet (with mostly
wired environments and client-server
architecture), but it is not clear whether
it will be as suitable for an Internet
dominated by cloud computing and
mobile computing. In an Internet with
cloud and mobile computing, a mobile
user accesses computing power and
storage in the cloud via ubiquitous
connection, while CDN delivers computing results and content back to the
mobile user. Therefore, a mobile user
can access services through networks
without limits on location, mobility,
or the devices’ capability. For service
providers, growth and success depend
not only on provision of computing
power and storage, but also on delivery
of content/information with scalability,
security, and efficiency.
The aim of our research to study
the fundamental challenges of nextgeneration CDNs for cloud and mobile
computing. We will investigate these
problems by addressing the following
questions: 1) How to deliver content
among heterogeneous data center
networks? 2) How should a CDN
provider orchestrate cloud and edge

computing for achieving bandwidth
provision with a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) guarantee while saving bandwidth
cost? 3) What is the relationship between
the SLA guarantee and the total bandwidth committed by the cloud-side and
edge-side?
Moreover, an important and interesting issue in the field of mobile content
delivery networks is how to provide a
scalable and cost-effective mechanism
for accelerating content dissemination
in the mobile Internet environment.
The architectural model of typical CDNs
is inadequate for certain features (e.g.,
data management issues, including
content pushing and pulling, in a mobile
content delivery network) of the mobile
Internet, since it does not take user
mobility into account. Consequently,
we will investigate the design of mobile
content delivery network architecture
that merges heterogeneous resources,
i.e., cloud and edge computing, to cope
with the explosive increase in the mobile
user population.
Challenges in Disseminating Events and
Data over the Clouds

Analyzing, visualizing, and disseminating large data sets have become
major challenges for big-data computing,
and such processes are now considered
to be an important computational paradigm of scientific discovery and data
mining for theoretical, experimental,
and computational science. The most
important economic consideration for
a Content Delivery Network (CDN) service provider is elastic and automatic
bandwidth provisioning for content
providers. A traditional CDN service
provider deploys a long-term networking
infrastructure to accommodate the
bandwidth peak of large-scale users’

demands with meticulous resource
planning. However, this requires a large
capital investment, and is inevitably
inefficient during non-peak hours when
bandwidth utilization remains low. In
contrast, in cloud computing, the design
principle of service stacks enables the
bandwidth utilization to be changed
adaptively to keep a certain SLA guarantee for each user. For example, a provider of on-demand Internet streaming
media, Netflix, migrated its streaming
infrastructures to the Amazon EC2 cloud
computing platform in 2010. Thus, elastic resource management of cloud
computing may significantly enhance
resource utilization by actively and
adaptively matching the demand of
users.
Today’s cloud platforms may harness
revolutionary advances in new hardware
and network technologies to realize vast
computational capacity, communication
bandwidth, and storage resources to
meet the demands of datacenters. However, heavy investment in hardware resources (i.e., machines) in anticipation
of future computing needs may be
wasteful. Fortunately, rapid advances
in ICT and increasing capacities of edge
computing may lead to new ways of
improving system performance and
energy saving while reducing investment
by the cloud service providers. Here, we

use the term, edge computing, to refer
to non-centralized systems, including
peer-to-peer computing and grid computing. In edge computing, pieces
of information are replicated across
distributed networks to edge servers,
and thus offload contents, applications,
and computing power from datacenters
to edge servers close to users.
Heterogeneity and complexity make
edge computing difficult to integrate
into the cloud platform or to organize
into a service framework. One of the
fundamental challenges is the problem
of catering to dynamic provision of
bandwidth between cloud-side resources (ser ver, clouds) and edge
computing (edge servers, users’ resources) for a hybrid CDN provider.
More specifically, when the amount of
committed bandwidth from clients is
unavailable to support the anticipated
demand, the server-side should release
more bandwidth supply to meet the
requirements of the SLA. Once clients
commit sufficient bandwidth capacity to
match the requirement, the server-side
may reduce its bandwidth usage.
Cloud computing has been a major,
recent innovation in computer science. It
has led to revolutionary breakthroughs
in commerce, science, and society.
Meanwhile, mobile computing has
made it more convenient for people to

access the Internet, and has changed
the behaviors of users. Cloud computing has rapidly become a new infrastructure for organizations to reduce
their capital costs in IT investment and
to develop planetary-scale distributed
applications. We are interested in
designing architecture and algorithms
to address key problems in managing
and disseminating events and data
over geographically-distributed clouds.
Our previous research includes studies
of time-critical event dissemination
in intercloud environments, file dissemination over trusted network channels from a server to a set of peers,
scalable and efficient mobile presence
service for social network applications,
and the problem of broadcasting big data
from a source node to a set of receiving
nodes.
A typical example of a time-critical
event dissemination service in an intercloud environment is a disaster earlywarning system. Assume that each
country owns a disaster alert cloud
for hosting the disaster early-warning
system, and that these disaster alert
clouds are connected with the Internet.
This disaster alert cloud is usually built
by the weather bureau of a country.
The disaster early-warning system al(cont’d on page 13)

An overview of PresenceCloud. (Fig. 2).
An overview of a Plume intercloud network. (Fig. 1).

Project
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Great Idea

Endurance Issue of Flash Memory
Shock-Resistant and Low-Cost Flash Memory Changes Your Life

T

he rapidly-growing applications
of mobile devices have resulted
in shock-resistant and low-cost flash
memory becoming a major storage
medium in mobile devices and embedded systems. The electronic devices
used in our daily life use various types
of flash-memor y storage products,
such as USB flash drives, SD cards,
eMMC cards, and solid-state drives
(SSD). The increasing storage capacity
of mobile devices has necessitated the
development of flash memory with highdensity and low-cost designs. However,
such a developmental trend has introduced serious challenges regarding
the lifetime/endurance of flash memory.
As shown in Figure 1, each flashmemory chip contains many blocks,
each of which consists of a fixed number
of pages. Each page is partitioned into
a data area and a page area. The data
area is used to store user data, while
the spare area contains house-keeping
information. A page is a basic unit for
data reads/writes in flash memory, and
a block is the unit for erase operations.
A page cannot be overwritten unless
its residing block is erased. In order
to improve the write per formance,
we usually write updated data to free
pages instead of writing them back
to their original pages. When there
are not enough free pages in flash
memory, we can erase blocks to reclaim
space from pages storing out-of-date
(or invalid) data. However, advances
in manufacturing density have led to
decreases in the number of erases that
each block can endure, making the

Principal Investigator
Chang, Yuan-Hao
lifetime and endurance of flash memory
a critical problem.
The most frequently used technology
to extend the lifetime of flash memory
is wear leveling, which involves even
distribution of erases (or erase operations) across each flash block. The
four subpanels of Figure 2 show the
distribution of block erases after the
same series of access operations. Suppose that each block can endure 5000
erases and there are 100 blocks in the
flash-memory chip. As shown in Figure
2(a), if we write the updated data back
to their original blocks, then the blocks
storing frequently-updated data (or hot
data) will be quickly worn out. Thus,
dynamic wear leveling (DWL), which
considers both endurance and space
reclaiming efficiency, is a frequentlyused technique. DWL involves the
writing of updated data in free pages,
but tries to minimize the block erase
overhead by tending to select and erase
blocks that have less up-to-date (or

Flash memory (Fig. 1).

valid) data. As a result, blocks with hot
data will be frequently erased and will be
worn out prematurely, but blocks with
infrequently-updated data (or cold data)
are seldom erased (as shown in Figure 2
(b)).
An intuitive solution to resolve the
problems caused by dynamic wear
leveling is to evenly erase each block,
regardless of whether the block stores
hot or cold data. Nonetheless, data have
different update frequencies, such that
blocks selected for erases may still have
a lot of valid data. As a result, a large
amount of valid data needs to be copied
out to other free pages before these
blocks with cold data can be erased. In
other words, when blocks with many
valid (cold) data are erased, the space
reclamation efficiency would be low,
and indirectly cause unnecessary block
erases in order to reclaim enough space
from the invalid data.
As discussed above, although dynamic
wear leveling (shown in Figure 2(b)) can
enhance the lifetime of flash memory
and minimize block erase overheads,
it cannot effectively utilize blocks
storing cold data to share data writes

and block erases. On the other hand,
blindly conducting static wear leveling
(as shown in Figure 2(d)) makes each
block endure many unnecessary erases.
In fact, no matter what kind of wear
leveling techniques are adopted, their
goal is to prevent any block from being
worn out (or exceeding its erase limit);
the main point is not to make each block
endure the same number of erases.
However, static wear leveling techniques
usually ignore such an important factor,
and aggressively force each block to
undergo the same number of erases. On
the other hand, dynamic wear leveling
techniques ignore how to prevent cold
data from staying in the same block for
a long time, and how to let blocks with
cold data have the chance to store hot
data.
Based on the above observation, a
simple but effective idea is to combine
dynamic wear leveling with static

Content Delivery Networks
(cont’d from page 11)
lows end users to monitor a large disaster (e.g., earthquakes, hurricanes,
or tsunamis), which may affect many
countries. In such a system, the disaster
measurement data is collected by
several deployed sensors, and is gathered into the disaster alert cloud
of a country to provide a summary
to disaster observers. However, if the
monitored disaster may cause damage
to other countries, an alert notification
should be rapidly disseminated to
clouds in other regions to minimize the
damage. Other examples, including
financial computing services or social
networking services (such as SalesForce,
Facebook, and Twitter), may be spread
across many geographically-distributed

Wear leveling (Fig. 2).

wear leveling, so as to avoid any block
from being quickly worn out, and at
the same time, avoid unnecessar y
valid data copies. Determining how to
simultaneously derive the benefits of

both dynamic and static wear leveling
while preventing the drawbacks of both
is an interesting research issue, and we
invite the readers to join us for further
investigations into this topic.

datacenters (clouds), or rent an amount
of datacenters across a large geographic
area. When a user updates his/her activity with friends, the update event
should be quickly reflected to his/her
friends who may be served on other
clouds. Such business/social networking
services need an efficient way to disseminate the update events among
geographically-distributed clouds to
maintain the quality of user experience.
Thus, how to share and disseminate
information among geographicallydistributed datacenters is critical for
providing time-sensitive services in
a distributed cloud computing environment.
In distributed applications with security constraints, it is usually desirable
to disseminate a file from a ser ver
through trusted network channels to a

set of peers. This is a problem seldom
studied in the literature though the
problems of data integrity and security
have been studied by many. Social
network applications are becoming
increasingly popular on mobile devices.
A mobile presence service is an essential component of a social network
application because it maintains each
mobile user’s presence information,
such as the online/offline status, GPS
location, and network address, and also
continually updates the user’s online
friends with this information. If presence
updates occur frequently, the enormous
number of messages distributed by
presence servers may lead to a scalability
problem in a large-scale mobile presence
service.

Great Idea
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Unique Ideas Sparkle Software Research and Benefit the World
Dr. De-Nian Yang, Associate Research Fellow

You have joined IIS team from the
recently years, why you choose IIS
and reasons to do the research in this
filed?
It’s great opportunity to join the
research team of the worldly renowned
Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica. It offers me an extremely
suitable environment for research. On
one hand, compared to the professors
in other universities, I can focus on
my research instead of preparing for
lectures and consultations. On the
other hand, I can make the best use of
sufficient software and hardware as well
as interacting with international scholars
who dominate in their fields, which can
be seen as an advantage. Besides, I have
the chances to work with people from
universities in Taiwan and complement
one another. Most important of all,
related supplementary measures, such
as international program and R&D
alternative services are both provided.
The above reasons make Institute of
Information Science my top priority.
What is your main research and areas?
People search always plays a crucial
role in online social networks. For social
influence analysis, we develop people
search for target-oriented influence
maximization in online social networks.
To explore social, temporal, and spatial
dimensions for people group search,
we formulate Social Temporal Group
Query and Social Spatial Group Query

TPDS, and T VT. The research results
have been featured by MIT Technology
Review and ACM TechNews. The above
research results also receive Best Student
Paper Award of IEEE ICME, Best Paper
Nomination of IEEE GLOBECOM, ACM
SIGGRAPH Asia Emerging Technologies
Prize, and ACM CHI Best Paper Honorable
Mention Award.
What is your suggestion for students
who intend to study in the Information Science?

to find the optimal set of group in a
social network. For privacy preserving
in social networks, we identify a new
type of attack, called Friendship Attack, and proposes an efficient algorithm to anonymize large-scale social
networks with limited time. For multimedia networks, recently we target
on efficient resource allocation for
m u l t i -v i e w 3 D v i d e o m u l t i c a s t i n
mobile networks, scalable and reliable
multicast routing for Software-Defined
Networks, and multicast routing with
network coding. The above research
exploits varied mathematics tools,
such as approximation algorithms,
combinatorial optimization, linear
and non-linear programming and
optimization, game theory, and stochastic process. The research results
have been published in international
conferences and journals, such as
VLDB, KDD, ICDM, CIKM, INFOCOM,
ICNP, MM, CHI, TKDE, TMC, TMM, TWC,

First of all, I think we should have a
strong motivation, which can be the
happiness arising from solving problems.
The research should promote the wellbeing of mankind or propel oneself to
move forward. With this motivation,
research is no longer the boredom of
studying, reading papers, coming up
with new problems and its answers.
Instead, it’s a continuous process of
challenging and surpassing oneself,
which pushes us to take on the challenge
actively and enjoy the journey. Second,
determination is also crucial on the path
of academic research. People somehow
feel lonely when facing the unknown
and even failed after several trying. At
this moment, if they give up, they lose
the chances to go past their limits. This is
when determination comes into play and
gets us closer to success after continuous
attempts while others give up. Lastly,
prudence matters on all occasions. In
many cases, lacking of prudence often
leads to falling short of success, even

after huge achievement. Prudence can
be seen as an extension of motivation
and determination. With motivation,
we expect to present our achievement
perfectly to the world. Therefore, we
would carefully examine all the process
and result. With determination, we
can avoid easy mistake after several
reviews. All in all, I believe that the above
characteristics are essential not only in
the field of Information Technology, but
also other fields.
What is your personal expectation for
the future?
For the future, I expect to cooperate
with more international scholars and
learn from the top tier laboratories
through various interactions. I also
look forward to publishing more highly

Content Delivery Networks
(cont’d from page 13)
Big-Data Computing is a new and
critical challenge for the ICT industry.
Engineers and researchers are dealing
with data sets at the petabyte scale in
the cloud computing paradigm. Thus,
the demand for building a service stack
to distribute, manage, and process
massive data sets has risen drastically.
Specifically, we are interested in the Big
Data Broadcasting problem in which a
big chunk of data is broadcast from a
single source node to a set of nodes, with
the goal of minimizing the maximum
completion time. These nodes may locate
in the same datacenter or across geodistributed datacenters. This problem is
pivotal in distributed computing, and is
known to be NP-hard in heterogeneous
environments.

influential research works and getting
involved in international academic
services. Besides, I hope to join crossdisciplinar y research, which often
brings out extraordinary results, to
gain a deeper understanding in CS
field. Through this, I can integrate the
concepts and ideas from several fields
I’m familiar with. With this mindset, I will
broaden my exposure to scholars from
as many fields as possible and seize the
opportunities to work with them since
cross-disciplinary research often requires
intensive sharing and interactions.
What is your expectation for IIS’s
future and vision for Information
Science works?
The software industry in the United
States dominates the world with world-

Contributions of Previous Research
For time-critical event dissemination
services, we present Plume [1], a generic
distributed intercloud overlay. To the
best of our knowledge, this work provides the first study to address the problem outlined above. Our main focus
is the following question: how quickly
are updated events available at every
cloud in a large-scale distributed cloud
environment? Such knowledge will help
us improve intercloud inter-operability
for computing policy updating, message sharing, event notifications, and
so forth. Cloud service providers, exemplified by Amazon Simple Storage
Service (S3), Microsoft Azure Service
Platform, and Google App Engine, have
to geographically disperse as many
datacenters as possible, to support a
large number of users spread around the
world. Plume organizes these distributed

Spotlight

class software company such as Google,
Facebook and Microsoft. Also, there
are many startup software companies
that benefit from their unique ideas in
software, which indicates that software is
more competitive than the hardware in
the United States. Institute of Information
Science strives for innovation in software
related fields and work together with
international and domestic research
institution or private enterprise. This
also indicates that we are in the correct
direction. As for my vision, I look forward
to being led by the seniors and making
efforts with team members to bring
out excellent performance in academic
field and industry collaboration. With
this mindset, I believe that Institute of
Information Science can thus become
a top-tier research institution in Taiwan
and around the world.
clouds into a novel quorum ring overlay
to support constant event-dissemination
latency. Experimental results show that
Plume exhibits improved efficiency
as compared to a DHT-based overlay
approach, and provides better scalability
than the fully-meshed approach.
For distributed applications with
security constraints, we study the problem of file dissemination with trust
relation modeled as a rooted full binary
tree. We present the OOFD algorithm
[2] to schedule dissemination of the file,
in an iterative manner from each peer
holding a replica of the file to one of its
descendants on the binary tree. We show
that, in a homogeneous network, the
OOFD algorithm is optimal in the sense
(cont’d on page 16)
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that the time it takes to disseminate the
file to all nodes is minimized.
To support mobile social network
applications, we propose a scalable
and efficient server architecture, called
PresenceCloud [3]. PresenceCloud
enables mobile presence services to
suppor t large -scale social network
applications. When a mobile user joins
a network, PresenceCloud searches
for the presence of his/her friends and
notifies them of his/her arrival. PresenceCloud organizes presence servers
into a quorum-based, server-to-server
architecture for efficient presence
searching. It also leverages a directed
search algorithm and a one-hop caching
strategy to achieve small constant search
latency. We analyzed the performance
of PresenceCloud in terms of search cost
and search satisfaction level; the search
cost is defined as the total number of
messages generated by the presence
server when a user arrives, and the search
satisfaction level is defined as the time
it takes to search for the arriving user’s
friend list. The results of simulations demonstrate that PresenceCloud achieves
performance gains in search cost without
compromising search sa-tisfaction.
For the big data broadcasting problem, we present a novel model, termed the LockStep Broadcast Tree (LSBT)
model, of big data broadcasting in
heterogeneous networks for interdatacenters [4]. The main idea in our
LSBT model is to define a basic unit of
upload bandwidth, r, such that each
node uses only integer multiples of r in
broadcasting. We show that the optimal
uplink rate r* of LSBT is either c/2 or c/3
in homogeneous network environments.
We also present an O(n log2 n) algorithm
to select the optimal uplink rate r*,
and to construct an optimal LSBT for
heterogeneous environments, where

n is the number of nodes. Numerical
results show that our approach performs well, with a lower maximum
completion time and computational
complexity than other efficient solutions described in the literature.

Conclusion
Our study may provide a new perspective on next-generation content
delivery technologies in the context
of cloud and mobile computing. This
perspective will enable service providers to offer new levels of content
delivery services to next-generation
mobile Internet applications, while
also generating new business opportunities in the ICT industry. The
proposed research problems are
valuable not only to academia, but also
to industry. For example, the research
on mobile CDN may help address
traffic congestion in Taiwan’s mobile
Internet. Furthermore, it is expected
that our research results will enhance
our understanding of next-generation

content delivery networks and ability
to design scalable, mobile, and efficient
content delivery networks.
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